
The one and only. 
DiVA – The ERP system for  
e-commerce and omni-channel.



Future proof selling. 
IT processes for all areas of 
business.

As a specialist entirely focussed on omni-channel and e-com-

merce we have extensive expertise in dealing with the complex 

dynamics of your business. Based on 20 years‘ experience, we 

develop solutions that help you stay ahead in this fast chan-

ging environment. Our back end system DiVA has become the 

benchmark for the industry - through dynamic, high perfor-

mance and stability. Releasability is the key ingredient in 

coping with change and future proofing your system: just  

make the right decision once and be ready for any future  

developments. The best evidence is the trust so many clients 

have been placing in us and our solutions for many years. In-

dustry leaders like dress-for-less.de and babymarkt.de have 

been enabled by our solutions to show impressive growth and 

effective expansion into international markets.

The deciding factor in the success of e-commerce and omni-

channel selling is the smooth functional interaction of all de-

partments and processes across the business. DiVA combines 

functionalities like ERP, CRM and WMS into one coherent sys-

tem, working across all on- and off-line channels. Due to its high 

degree of automation, many processes run in the background 

and need no manual intervention, freeing you up to add value  

to your business.

Cross-discipline processes.

There are quite a few examples to illustrate the importance of 

modular interplay as a driver of your success: A clean article 

master structure benefits all parts of the business. Scorecards 

are defined by marketing, used by customer services, adapted 

via the customer lifecycle and then used again by marketing 

for new initiatives. Payment methods are equally key for mar-

keting, customer services and receivables management. DiVA 

gives everyone access to the same database - no redundancies, 

no discrepancies..

A future-proof foundation.

The functional and technological basis of DiVA comes from 

Microsoft. We used our industry know-how to develop it into 

a specialised back end platform for e-commerce and omni- 

channel selling. In order to meet the individual needs of our 

clients, we then customise this solution with a tailored set of 

features. The Microsoft base is a guarantee for sustainability, 

protecting your investment and giving you the assurance you 

need to be relaxed about the future, as the latest technological 

development are always made available as soon as possible. 

DiVA follows the path of technology and thus remains infini-

tely upgradeable.

Client expectations regarding e-commerce and omni-channel selling grow all the time, 

creating increasingly complex business models. These require a back end IT that can rise 

to demanding challenges. DiVA is the solution to deliver this across all scenarios, for an-

yone who wants to be - and remain - in the lead in their markets. On the following pages, 

we show you examples of the clear advantages DiVA can deliver for many areas within 

your business. We would love the opportunity to tell you in person about all the other things 

DiVA can do for you.
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Just right!
Optimise stock levels and 
readiness for delivery.

Core data. Every effective purchasing system requires correct information: high quali- 

ty core data for your product lines is work intensive but essential to your success as a 

business. DiVA makes this easier for you through a range of functionalities: it takes over 

supplier data with the ‚data exchange‘ module, it can handle large scale data changes, 

parameter driven pricing, data synchronisation across several clients as well as providing 

support through mandatory field checks and default values for new systems. 

Material planning. Using the systems within DiVA, you can ascertain demand for every 

one of your product ranges via a largely automated process. Historical and planning sales 

data, discrepancies, seasonal fluctuation and expected returns are part of the equation, 

as well as the different delivery lead times suppliers may offer. Factboxes and mini-dash-

boards deliver all the data you need to make the best possible ordering decisions.

Supply control. DiVA also supports you in controlling delivery lead times, reminders to 

suppliers and final invoicing control. Seamless integration with CRM also means your 

customers are automatically informed if there are any delays in despatching their order.

Longtail and supplier integration. Expanding your offering can be handled quickly and 

effectively via drop shipment. For this and any other type of orders, suppliers not con-

nected via EDI can use the web-based supplier portal. From handling disposition, to a 

product matrix classification to identify your fast and slow movers, and all the way to 

displaying all relevant data at every step of the process: we inform your decisions, enab-

ling you to keep solid control of your stock.

»The fully integrated vendor portal enables 

the electronic link with many small suppliers.  

From data provision to the complete map-

ping of end-customer interactions, including 

delivery and invoicing documents and confir-

mation of goods being despatched, the por- 

tal allows comprehensive supply manage-

ment. You would like to offer your customers 

24-hour delivery for the drop shipment part 

of your business? DiVA makes it possible!«

The right goods at the right volume, in the right place at the right time: DiVA helps you  

to achieve your goals.  Delight your customers with great availability whilst avoiding  

excessive stock and unnecessary capital commitment. Automated and carefully designed 

processes relieve you of many daily tasks, so you can spend your time on developing the 

right purchasing strategy for your business, such as selecting product lines and ranges.  

DiVA gives you the data and the tools you need to make the best decisions and manage 

your supply chain effectively.

 Dirk Petersen  

Director Development & Innovation

Use our modules to enable  
daily tasks like:

· Material planning

· Supplier management, including 

 ·  Supplier integration (via EDI, e-mail, supplier portal)

 · Delivery lead time control

· Order processing

 · Core data

 · Including external web-based access for purchasers

·  Controlling 

 · Supplier reminders

 · Invoicing control
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Unique and classy.
Customer Service with  
a personal touch.

Your end-customer - comprehensive and detailed information. DiVA lets you access re-

cords of all interactions with a given customer at any time. You can instantly see orders, 

despatches, arrears, track-and-trace information, invoices and receivable accounts. 

Connecting via CTI means calling up a customer also brings up all their information  

on screen. In order to enable quick, in-call classification of the customer, our RFMR  

scoring systems instantly show which segment (high value buyer, high frequency 

returns sender, etc.) the customer belongs to. This data can also be used for an on- 

line shop, for example to pre-select only suitable payment options for a customer. 

Integrated ticketing system. Using auto-e-mail settings, your customer is informed 

about his order every step of the way. He can access and change his data through a 

customer account. In the case of returns or complaints, these can be processed in  

a transparent, structured and effective manner through the ticketing system. Your  

agents can work within one integrated system to handle all ERP and CRM tasks.

Automated processes. We aim to make your work easier:  every verified order can be  

fulfilled directly, so DiVA checks the detail: Is the postal address format correct? Is the 

customer creditworthy? Is the article available? Are there others on back-order? Every 

order that does not pass muster is automatically transferred to your team for further  

processing. User-friendly dashboards display current ticket volumes and the order pool  

- including the reasons for additional processing requirements. You can decide what these 

are: You wish to authorise orders for a given address manually? No problem - consider it 

done.

»Since implementing the fully integrated 

ticketing system, many of our customers 

could significantly speed up throughput for 

customer services. They can be sure that in-

coming e-mails are automatically attributed 

to the right customer account, and monitor 

reaction times. An agent who can access 

all relevant information from the ERP and 

CRM systems can be a lot more effective in 

communicating with the customer and thus 

even turn a complaint much more easily into 

a positive experience for them.«

In the times of Google, Amazon and price comparison shopping sites, excellent service is a 

prime selection driver for your customers‘ buying decisions. DiVA helps you to win over cus-

tomers through relevant and personal communications. Score points with competent and 

fast query resolution over the phone, and proactive information via newsletter and service 

mails. Intelligent features help you maintain an overview of your business: you will keep con-

trol of all customer orders and requests to be processed, as well as the specific information 

on every individual customer.

Jörn Fischer 

Head of Key Account Management

Use our modules to enable  
daily tasks like: 

· 360° customer monitor

·  Order Management System (OMS) 

· Process automation through calibration

 · Background processes

·  Customer communications 

 · Chat via Telegram

  · CTI 

  · Integrated e-mail client

·  Integrated ticketing system for processing complaints, 

returns and other customer requests
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Effectively creative!
Cross-channel marketing and target 
selection.

Targeting specific customer segments. To give your ideas the best possible start, DiVA 

works with campaign codes, enabling you to draw on past insights from similar initiati-

ves, plan the next move and measure the success of your campaign in real time. Cam-

paigns may be multi-level and cross-channel, DiVA can handle it: newsletters, catalogues, 

market places and webshops with their affiliates. A campaign for everyone or only aimed 

at a specific segment? Base your decisions on better information drawn from a success 

monitor based on cross-database selections. If you define your own scorecards, your 

selection can become even more granular.

Controlling marketing success. Customer recruitment or re-activation of existing ac-

counts? You choose. Importing new address records or selecting from the DiVA data-

base, measuring impact in real terms as every touch point is logged on the customer 

account. This also means you can allocate maketing costs and monitor ROI on an indi-

vidual basis. With full acess to historical data, you can see not only the current buying 

behaviour of a specific customer, but also the development of his life-cycle, informing 

your approach to making the most of the relationship. You can even pre-select which 

leaflets or catalogues will be sent to which type of customer.

Today‘s on-line sales rely heavily on vouchers. DiVA coordinates your campaigns across all 

channels. Voucher administration gets the incentive straight to your customer and prevents 

misuse. You decide how gift and value vouchers are used - in terms of number, occasion and 

selection details (payment method, product category, brand, etc.), use absolute values or 

percentages, or permit the combination of different vouchers for one order: DiVA automati-

cally takes care of the whole accounting process, including any returns.

»Voucher management sounds simple but 

the devil is in the detail, in the exceptions 

from the rule: Multiple voucher redemp-

tion for one order? Impact of returns on 

the validity of the voucher offer (if a 10% 

reduction apply to offers over a certain 

value, for example, but the return pushes 

the order below that)? The more creative 

you get, the more you rely on a technology 

platform that can provide you with a clean 

database - delighting the customer and 

supporting your success as a business.«

Planning initiatives and campaigns, birthday vouchers, early bird specials, happy hours, 

invite-a-friend, loyalty programmes, targeted newsletters, in-parcel leaflets or even good 

old print media: Marketing is the creative heart of your company, driving sales volumes and 

customer loyalty, reflecting the success of your business to the outside world. In order to 

maximise the benefits, your IT system needs to be an enabler rather than a limitation for 

creative ideas.

Jens Milanese  

Project Manager & Business Evangelist

Use our modules to enable  
daily tasks like:  

· Campaign and initiative management 

 · Cross-channel

· Scoring systems

 · Such as RFMR

· Selection for target group marketing

· Success monitor

 · Granular, down to the target group if required
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On the right track !
Optimising Logistics all along the 
supply and distribution chain.

Storage. The storage structure within DiVA accounts for different warehousing areas like 

main and reserve storage, replenishing and fulfilment, and can function as chaotic storage 

with zone and storage area allocations. DiVA uses radio-controlled MDC for almost every 

step in the process to enable real-time data access for improved usability. Successfully 

validated customer orders are available minutes after release by the ERP system for further 

logistic processing in the webshop or call centre. Now the right balance between customer 

service and profit optimisation has to be found.

Automation. Timely and correct replenishment of stock for the order fulfilment pipeline is 

of central importance to ensure speedy, path-optimised processing of customer orders.  

Products can be classified using selective inventory control and accessed via XMLA, to allow 

individual logistic processing. Product geo-data supports pro-active storage suggestions and 

automated picking and packaging. 

Despatch. Scanner-supported exit controls at the packing table lead to increased custo-

mer satisfaction and avoid unnecessary returns. This includes optimised packaging and 

determining the most cost effective shipping solution. The biggest carriers like DHL, DPD 

and Hermes are already integrated into the system, making any further middle-ware un-

necessary. DiVA is also fully enabled to cope with the international side of your business.. 

Returns. Scanner supported returns registration enables DiVA to localise returns with high 

efficiency - even the typical returns volumes of over 50% in the clothing segment can be 

handled easily. The management of receivables is separated from re-allocation for further 

use, so that goods can be stored directly for fulfilment. 

»Efficient warehousing requires precision in 

every detail and as every set-up is different, 

we are constantly working with our clients 

to discover ways to optimise their specific 

storage and implement the relevant system 

changes to support this. Our clients work 

with 1 and 2 step fulfilment processes, using 

trolleys or crates and sorting shelves at the 

packing tables. In these scenarios, DiVA 

offers a high degree of flexibility in defining 

fulfilment strategies based on product 

selections (forming logical groups) and fol-

lowing fundamental rules like those for sin-

gle product orders. DiVA makes it possible 

to process many thousands of orders a day.«

Logistics are all about efficiency, precision, order, the intelligent grouping of many single 

manual tasks and a maximised degree of automation. It is is a key driver of profit margins 

through the achievable cost efficiencies. DiVA increases your profits through many small 

adjustments along the logistic chain that add up to a significant performance improve-

ment.

Henrieke Schade 

Senior Consultant Logistics

Use our modules to enable  
daily tasks like:  

· Chaotic storage 

· Goods incoming

· Fulfilment with replenishment and serial optimisation

· Despatch with carrier integration and mutliple order 

  combination

 

DiVA can run via its own LVS module or lock onto existing LVS 

systems or fulfilment houses through an external interface.
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A sound basis for your decisions.  
Financial and receivables accoun-
ting - accurate and efficient.

Absolutely on the money: financial accounting. With DiVA, you can be sure that your 

regulatory reporting is correct at any time: the integrated accounting functionality from 

Microsoft Dynamics has been tested, certified and fulfils all requirements of legally com-

pliant book keeping. Standardised account plans, balance sheets, profit & loss, manage-

ment analysis, Intrastat, digital auditing, electronic VAT registration, summary tax notifi-

cations, annual and monthly reporting, are all represented within the DiVA capabilities.

To cater for your international business, tax regulations of the country of origin and de-

stination are part of the system. The complex multi-company structure of the solution 

makes it possible to represent several independent business entities within one system, 

connecting them through intercompany booking.

Automatically secure:  receivables accounting. Payment transactions in bulk business 

segments pose a particular challenge for IT solutions. On one side, the full range of 

payment options needs to be available to attract and retain customers. On the other, 

processing for all payment methods needs to be correct and as automated as possible, 

to enable maximised efficiencies. The DiVA module ‚eBank‘ can auto-import bank data 

and balance receivable accounts. The reminders module offers flexible settings for remin-

der intervals and fees - even with payment breaks. The MAC Paygate ensures secure 

payment transactions and offers fully automated processing for all payment methods.  

Via a direkt link to your payment service provider (PSP), you can coordinate all payment 

streams and trigger refunds for returns to the selected accounts.

Talk to us: It is highly likely that your preferred PSP or acquirer is already integrated into 

DiVA.

»MAC Paygate makes it easy to unlock new 

markets and sales channels all over the 

world. The right selection of payment me-

thods is crucial to enable expansion for your 

business. MAC Paygate gives you the advan-

tage of a comprehensive spectrum of local 

and international payment methods which 

can be integrated easily via an interface.«

Data transparency at the click of a button: DiVA‘s fully integrated accounting package 

offers you a full view of your business in real time. Verified data supports your investment 

decisions, taking all emerging trends into account. Within receivables management you can 

rely on precision and efficiency in handling the high volume of transactions.

Use our modules to enable  
daily tasks like:  

· Financial accounting

· Receivables management

· Paygate to integrate all payment methods

 · Automated payment allocation

· Reminders management

Niels Lorenz 

Consultant Finance
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Steering a successful course into 
the future. 
With full process control.

Cockpit. Keep tabs on all important numbers, facts and data: specially developed dash-

boards give you the information you need to keep your business on course for future 

success. 

Growth. DiVA also enables growth. Its omni-channel capabilities give you all the otopins, 

whether you want to expand from on-line into bricks & mortar POS, go from the high 

street into digital selling, or just try out potential new market places. Even international 

markets can be unlocked quite easily. There are no limits imposed by DiVA, which is fully 

scaleable even beyond 100,000 orders per day, processing these with ease through its ERP 

functionality.

Process automation & security. Many small cogs have to turn smoothly to keep a business 

with high transaction volumes running without a hitch. That is why automation is such a 

high priority for DiVA, never losing the attention to every detail. That saves a lot of manu-

al interventions and reflects directly in your margin. 

Future proofing. With its high releasability and as a Microsoft platform, DiVA is a safe 

choice for the future: a system which grows with your business, develops and adapts, and 

never stagnates. New releases ensure future functionalities, as the standards of the soft-

ware base are constantly expanded.

Operations. In order to relieve even more pressure, we offer a full outsourcing solution for 

you IT operations. Without the need for any hardware investment, you have full access to 

the latest solutions - inclusive of 24/7 support.

»In e-commerce and omni-channel selling we 

focus on the overall vision just as much as on 

the smallest detail. Our clients trust DiVA‘s 

ability to deliver and us, as their IT solutions 

partner with many years‘ hands-on experien- 

ce. Do get in touch, we look forward to explo-

ring your vision for your business with you.«

The integrated solution delivers full transparency regarding the financial success of your 

business, enabling you to identify trends as they emerge. The stable IT platform supports 

all relevant processes in your business, leaving you free to consider new strategies and 

markets - for which Diva is ready to go. DiVA is the result of 20 years of experience and 

the demands of many successful online pure players and omni-channel sellers with an 

eclectic mix of product lines. This guarantees that all implemented processes have been 

thoroughly tried and tested.

DiVA and MAC take a lot of your worries away - 
and bring you many advantages:

· A service provider dedicated to your industry

· A partner who sees themselves as an enabler for you -  

 for  new pathways, new channels, new markets and ideas

· A functional solution which is technologically upgradeable  

 and delivers near complete process coverage

·  A technological platform profiting from a broad user-base 

Nicole Wehner  

Chief Marketing Officer (CMO)
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MAC IT-Solutions GmbH

Lise-Meitner-Str. 14 | D-24941 Flensburg

Phone: +49 (0) 461 . 43 055 0 | Fax: +49 (0) 461 . 43 055 180

info@mac-its.com | www.mac-its.com

»Success in e-commerce 
and omni-channel selling 
is based on team play:  
everyone across all are-
as has to work together 
seamlessly to delivery 
excellent service to your 
customers. DiVA offers 
your company the requi-
red IT-technology basis.« 
Nicole Wehner 

Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) MAC IT-Solutions


